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The First Virtual Class Assembly for the Academic Year 2021-2022 was hosted by Std. XII A on
02nd August, 2021 on G Meet and also live streamed on the School‟s Youtube Channel.
The Assembly took the audience on a „short flight‟ that gave glimpses on “How School Fosters
Human Excellence through Competence in three Ways”.

The Assembly proceedings began with the Gayathri Mantra and a formal welcome and message
on the theme. The Assembly replicated an Inter School Cultural Fest in order to highlight the
array of competencies that are sharpened among the students and how school identifies the
potential and sculpts students into competent individuals.
a quizzing event presented the opportunities that the school gives students to
stay abreast with the times and also prepare for Inter School Contests and bring back laurels.
GREY MATTER

an artistic expression of students revolved around the Competence of Art
Integration and Creative thinking. The five art works on the theme “Conservation of Bio
diversity” proved the caliber of Artistic Competence.
CREATIVE FINGERS,

an accepted genre to test the competence of students. The „high-octane dose of
entertainment‟ in a face off dance contest proved that the bodily kinesthetic can take the stage by
storm.
ADAPT TUNE is

was an attempt to portray how the students are following every caution so
that Online Classes are „safe and secure‟ and students are aware of online threats.
CYBER CHRONICLE

FRANKLY SPEAKING,

a debate brought the eloquent speakers together. The orators debated on
-„Competition against Competence‟, „Online Exams‟ and „Holistic Development‟. The
interaction and argument presented both sides of the proposition and rested the case that our
school ensures that each student is made to uphold the ethos of Competence.
applauded the amazingly talented students of our school who participated
in various competitions and bagged prizes. A gallery of the students of grade XII who managed
to be more competent during this challenging time when the whole world had gone virtual was
indeed a feast to the eye.
FELICITATION FEST

The achievements of the students even during remote learning proves that there are not just three
ways how School Fosters Excellence Through Competence but ever activity in school is
undertaken with the purpose of enabling the Skills of students for a brighter tomorrow.

The anchors facilitate the proceedings

„Creative Fingers‟ a visual treat from the artistically abled

„Frankly Speaking‟- the eloquent speakers lock horns
in a debate

„Grey Matter‟ – a quiz for competence in current
affairs

„Adapt Tune‟ a face off from the graceful dancing divas

„Felicitation Fest‟- Anuska Dasgupta presenting her
poetry that made a winning entry in the Autumn Fest

